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FOUNDED
IN 1873

4A PLAY
APRIL 30th.

No. 2.

IWhitten, Jellison
Senior Clock
Win in Portland
For Hathorn
Marathon Contest Architects Sanction PlanGarnet Runners Break Old
Records in Eight and
Five Mile Races

PRICE TEN CENTS

I.KW1STOX. MAINE. THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1931

Unveiling in June

COMING EVENTS
April 28—Musical Clubs at Lisbon
Falls.
April 30—i A Players—"Death
Takes a Holiday".
May 1—Musical Clubs at Portland.
May 2—New Hampshire Track
Meet. Student Government House Party.
May 1—State Oratorical Contest
in Little Theatre.

Berwick Triumphs
Applications for
Lincoln at Bates
In Final Contest
Last Home Debate Rhodes Support
Due October 17 Of Debate League
Unemployment Insurance Is
Topic for Discussion With
Negro College Team

The class of 1931 has definitely
decided t<> present as its class gift to
In the last home debate of the season.
the college a Teleehron clock. This
Bates meets Lincoln University at the
ton
Whitten and Brawl] Jellison cloek is illuminated and automatically
adjusted and will be a decided advanLittle Theatre on April 24. The quesugh with flying colors :it the tage to the campus.
tion will I
Resolved, that the Federal
aces held in Portland, MonUnveiled on Class Day
' 20, under the aoapieea of the
Government should immediately adopt
It has been decleded thai the clock
Boys' Club.
will be placed between the two pillars
compulsory unemployment insurance.
('•arnet star distance runner. on Hathorn Hall. The plans have been
Bates will uphold the negative of the
ect of cross country and eo- approved by the architects and it is
question which is to be a nun decision
expected that it will be ready for unA team of Bernard M. 1
ner, Albert Oregon style debate. Lincoln's speakers
veiling on Class Day.
The committee in charge of the gift I. Oliver. Jr., and .lames W. Italano. aie Prank A. DeCosta, Desumn John
is: Chairman, Frederick Hayes, Tillson upholding the negative of the question: si n, and Clarence M. Mile hell. Tin
that
military
training I! ites representatives are Randolph
Peabody, Dorothy Christopher, and "Resolved,
should be compulsory in American col
Weatherbee,
'32, of Lincoln, Me.
Mildred Healev.
leges and universities", defeated Sum- William Dunham, '32, of Linekin, Me.,
ner 1.. Raymond, Francis G. O'Neill, and and Theodore Beamon, Ml. of Lewiston,
Willard J. Hand. Jr., to win the Fresh- Me.
man Prise Debate in the Little Theatre
Monday evening. Albert Oliver was
Lincoln a Negro Institution
awarded the honors of best speaker by
Lincoln
University is a colored inthe .judges. Professor George M. Chase
The last and most enjoyable meeting Professor Amos A llovey. and Mrs. stitution located in Chester County.
Pennsylvania. It is a small university,
of the Student-Industrial group of the Robert G. Berkelman.
Tin' main arguments of the affirms about the size of Hates, and is exactly
Y. W. ('. A. was held at Thornerag,
Sunday afternoon with Prof, anil Mrs. live team centered around the physical ten years older than Hates, being
A. X. Leonard accompanying the group. benefits derived from military training, founded in 1854. Last year, a Bates
The discussion was held on the porch. the ideals of discipline and obedience team journeyed to Lincoln for a debate.
Randolph Weatherbee was a member of
Dr. Leonard talked about the problem gained, 'he better moral standards ac
of Baving, a trait peculiar not only to quired, the higher ideals of citizenship this team, and he reports a line trip.
The Oregon style follows thai of
the Scotch. Three safe methods of formed, and the habits of individual
court
procedure. Randolph
saving were endorsed; saving accounts. thinking created. On the other hand, general
building-loan associations, and life in- the negative team offered a course Weatherbee- will present the c-ase of the
wherein each college student should Negative. Then William Dunham will
surance.
After this the group climbed to the study History and Civics, become ac cross-examine the speaker who presents
top of the hill where pictures were quainted with International Relations, the Affirmative c-ase. Finally, Theo
taken. Every other Sunday daring the study people (since wars so far have dore Seamou will give the Negative's
year several of the students and several evolved from misunderstandings), build plea or refutation ami summary.
girls who work in the local industries np physique, and think. They said that
have met anil discussed problems perti- defense should not be acquired through
nent to all girls. The most interesting the colleges although they agreed with
thing which the girls have done is thc their opponents that defense should be
planning of a budget for a girl who has acquired.
a weekly salary of twelve dollars.
Dorothv Christopher, '81, retiring
The Student Government Association
chairman, introduced Kva Sonstroem.
Of Hales is sending two delegates.
'33, the new chairman, who fittingly acVarjorie Briggs of Mechanic Falls, and
NORMAN WHITTEN
cepted her responsibility. Mrs. Leonard
Kate Hall of 1,'innl coil to the annual
Winner of Petri Cap
again consented to l>o faculty advisor
'."'omen's stinle-ni Government Confer
llle-a < ioliai Coile-ges o. fejt ,.
■ • .-Ii-i-t of winter sports, won. for l'o, ,:., , otamittt .-.
The proposition of sororities ami e'ice of
England. This conference is to be held
fraternities at Bates was under dis
>rd successive year, the second
,-nssion at tin- Freshman Girls Prize April 23, 24, and 25 at Jackson College,
eight-mile marathon in the recIVbato in the Little Theatre April 21. the women's division of Tufts. There
aking time of 4:2 minutes and 11
Marjorie Bennett and Frances Tarr the is no general Bubjecl for discussion, but
-. Whitten's time hist year for
defenders of our present system al the different colleges have been asked
eight mile race was II minutes, 13
Bates, received the decision and Mar to send in their own specific problems
-. Al Messer of Portland offered
jorie Bennett was given the best These problems will be discussed in
[ten opposition for the lirst four
speaker award. The social and in- groups where the several Colleges will
les. 1 it after that, it was only a ques
tellectual advantages of sororities and tell how they cope with similar sitna
• time, Whitten leading Messer ti>
The third annual conference of the fraternities were advanced by Dorothy 1 ions.
• ■ by some I"" \ards.
From these discussions the Hates dele
Maine College Knglish Teachers Asso Mac-Donald and Hazel Mason.
Jellison Breaks Record
gales hope to obtain information which
ciation was held in the music room in
The
judges
were
Prof.
George
M.
Jellison, former Northeastern cross
Hall Saturday April IS. Twelve chase. Prof. Paul Whitbeck. and Prof. will be helpful lo them in the- directing
. star, now :i sophomore :it Bates, Chase
delegates from Maine, six from Colby, Robert G. Berkelman. Tin- debate of the Hales Association dining the
- h e five mile marathon, also in
ensuing year.
one from Bowdoin, and the Bates staff
laged by Eva Young.
breaking time. Jellison eat five of Knglish teachers were present at the was i
- from the previously existing rccmeeting. The purpose of this annual
' *_'*• minutes and 30 seconds, his conference is to discuss the problems of
B 1'ii minutes and -I I 5 sec
the Knglish student. The whole dis
•i. Ilison won this race in a walk
cussioi! centered around the question,
jhing some 600 yards ahead of how can we make our work more vital
si competitor.
to the student?
Aresult of their victories. WhitThe conference took the form of an
Varsity Club Gives $250.—Athletic Council $50.
Ilison gain permanent posses
open forum. Questions were discussed,
■ Petri and Homer trophies. methods were compared, and views were
Gifts Will Enable Club to Purchase
' . t-Iy.
aired. It was interesting to note thai
Equipment For Next Season
the methods of Knglish instruction in
each College were quite distinctive. I>r.
cient leadership of Gilbert Clapperton,
By CLIVE KNOWLES
Wright described it as a "healthy lack
'32, and the capable directorship of
The Varsity Club voted lo give *-•"" Professor Crafts the- band has developed
of uniformity". It shows that the
Knglish teaching courses are up to dale to tin- Hates Hand for Ihe purchase of into a musical organization which has
and are being suited lo the needs id' the sweaters an-! musical instruments al its n i equal a ng the Maine- colleges and
respective students. The problem of
which compares favorably with any
individual attention to those students regular business meeting held last small college baud in the- Hast as far as
night at Chase Hall. This
who come to college | rly prepared. Thursday
gift was supplemented by a donation of quality of its music- is concerned. This
' ■ '■<• her graduation. Miss Isabelle and to those whose preparation make from -".II to 100 dollars fr
Ihe Alhlelb has been amply demonstrated at the
re advanced
many athletic- contests and rallies at
Hales '28, has given her time in them capable id' doing
Council for the- same purpose.
work
was
discussed.
The
necessity
of
instances, to return anil sing at
In making such a gift lo the band which the- band has played. The press
r
'•'■• '-' is musical functions here on eam- pacing in tin' study of Knglish is be-emii
the- Varsity club not only supplies a has never failed to mention its line
' ■•■ The present seniors will remember ing n gnised, as it is in other tields long felt n 1. but also sets an unpre- music in dispatches concerning athletic
imminent part Miss Jones played of Study. H was brought out Hint those cedented example of generosity on the contests at which it has been present.
iloist in the choir and glee club, and students who have the most thorough oart of one- student organization toward This was especially true- at the Stale
games, where the
- President of the Maefarlane Club, training and grounding in composition another. The Varsity Club which is Series football
work in high School have more chance romposed of those- men who have- earned superiority of the Bates Hand over
<• in college.
lor undergraduates will remember of succeeding ill college Knglish.
those- of ihe other colleges drew widetheir letter in intercollegiate competi
Need More Composition Work
s one of the artists at the Com
tion has a membership of about •>". spread acclaim from the critics. It
It is being felt by college instructors
eraent concert last spring, and
The- money which 1ms I n given to the also attracted much attention from out
This year as soloist at the recent in Knglish that the average student band constituted two thirds ot the of town people at the Basketball Tour
'■'• n service of the Maefarlane Club. entering college has had little or no total amount in the treasury al the' nnine-nt in the- Armory last month
Prospects Good for Next Year
ich she kindly consented lo sing. grounding in composition work. This
Prospects for next year are excep'•' M .(ones, who has a remarkable fact should be recognized by secondary
'The Athletic Council has also shown
schools
and
a
permanent
place
made
ill
i- to sail on May IS for Kurope
its generosity toward the band 111 an tionally Brood, for while only two mem
she will continue her vocal study their curricula for Knglish composition „„„sual manner, for they gave- a large liers will be lost by graduation this
year, members of the incoming class
Dtainebleau. The students at work.
Among the questions discussed during sum of money to the band ast fall for will certainly help to exceed the present
ire among the many people who
thepurposeof
equll
nt,
and
tin'
the conference were how can we com
epiota by al least live- players. In spile
-hing her a successful trip.
bat the vocational urge and encourage latesl gifl is merely a continuance oi of the fact that there is so much line
their
policy
to
do
their
utmost
I"
give
the appreciation of literature 1 Is the
Hates the- best small c.liege- band in the musical talent available for the band
to order to assure every subscriber short answer quiz a legitimate "tool"
however, there has been a shortage of
.
~.~.
|f hi? copies of The "Student" we in the college classroom? Should the East- Band Well Merits
sweaters and musical instruments. This
Gift
*a'"> decided that in the future all stu- better students be given special "treat
The Bates Hand well merits the- gifts year there wen- only 13 sweaters for
n,;
ment"
in
the
Freshman
and
Sophomore
i°
living off-campus and subscribing
of the- Varsity Club and of the Athletic- 85 men, ami tin- remainder used
10
the "Student" will receive their years.' If so. What? The conference Council. Although the general e-xcoll sweaters of their own with insigia atwas
a
decided
success.
The
discussions
tached. It is hoped to purchase a suffi
J??y Mirough the mail. We have done
e„ci- of the band has been on Ihe- in
tali only after consulting many of the were enthusiastic, helpful and stimulat
crease during the last few years, it has eient number of sweaters with this gift
c
ing.
The
lirst
session
was
from
Id
A.M.
*" "mpus students, and after carefully
not been particularly outstanding until of tie- Varsity Club ami Tin- Athletic
to 12:30 P.M., and the second from _'
°nsidcring the whole situation.
this year, starting with a nucleus oi Council. Another part will go for a
I'
M
to
I
P.M.
Luncheon
was
served
Though we have carefully consulted
players from last year. 17 players from much needed sousaphone. With such a
^ books of both the Registrar and the IB Chase Hall, by Currier and Simpson. the-' freshman class were- brought in to band as seems to be shaping np for
i the visitors
nrsar as well as our own books, we I caterers. After bind
bring the total number of men in the next year, finely equipped and as well,, ° ab'y have made some mistakes In broke up in small groups and inspected band up to about 35. Although this 8 balanced as a musical organization can
-•« mailing list. We ask that all be I the campus. The next meeting of the not a very large number for a band, it be. it does not se-ein unlikely that the
^Ported to this department that they ! Maine College Knglish Association will is nevertheless a remarkably well Pates Band may be heard playing at
• y be corrected as soon as possible. ! be held at the diversity of Maine in balanced aggregation. I'neler the effi- t e kick-off in the Harvard Stadium.
The Business Department. I April, 1982.

Freshman Debate
Training Topic

Industrial Group
Selects Leader

Delegates Named
By Student Gov't

Freshmen Girls
Debate Sororities

College English
Teachers Discuss
Student Problems

BATES BAND RECEIVES SUMS
FROM TWO ORGANIZATIONS

Isabelle Jones, '28
Plans to Continue
Voice Study Abroad

■aaj

Competition for the Rhodes Scholar
ships will be held in every State in the
union this year. Two students are to
be chosen from each state- in every dis
triet, four of these 12 students will be
selected from each of Ihe eight districts
to represent their state at Oxford.
Thus each state may receive two scholarships or none, according to the merits
of its candidates. As yet there- is no
Hales student who has decided
definitely to apply.
In l!>::i tin- state- elections will be
held December 5 with a meeting of the
district co lit lee a few clays later.
The applications are due October 17.
However, the candidates shouhl be
elected by the colleges and universities
before October 10.
A candidate to be eligible must
(a) He a male citizen of the U. S.
and unmarried.
(b) He between the ages of nine-teen
and twenty-five.
(c) Have completed at least his
Sophomore veal" in college.
No Restricted Choice of Studies
The stipend of a Rhodes Scholarship
is fixed at £400 a year an a
nit which
is equivalent to approximately $2,000.
One of the most outstanding features
of this scholarship is, perhaps .thai
there an- no restrictions placed upon a
Rhodes Scholar's choice- of studies.
The qualities which will be considered
in making the selections are:.
1.
Literary and scholasticand attainments.

ability

2. Qualities of manhood, truth, courage, devotion to duty, sympathy, kindli
ness. unselfishness and fellowship.
:;. Exhibition of moral force of
character and of instincts to lead and
to take an interest in his schoolmates
4. Physical vigor as shown by inter
BSl in outdoor sports or in other ways.

Leavitt Has Second Place—
Hickey Best Speaker
Six Finalists
By FRANK MURRAY
Berwick Academy of South Berwick,
Maine, emerged triumphant from the
finals of the Bates Intersi-holastic
Debating League last Saturday morn
ing. It was a genuine dark horse finish,
Berwick having showed um-xpec-ted
Strength in defeating Calais Academy
and Leavitt Institute-, the defending
champions in the final round. Leavitt
finished second and Harold Hickey of
that school won individual honors as
best speaker.
Six Schools in Finals
For the first time in the history of
the league six schools survived the semifinals: Presque Isle. Phillips, Houlton,
Berwick, Calais and Leavitt. It was
necessary to organize the- te-ams into
two triangles for the final debates.
Had it not been for the fact that one
group was completely eliminated, each
schoed registering one defeat and one
victory, still another contest might havebeen necessary.
Berwick's victory marked the finish
of the most successful season the Hates
Debating League has yet enjoyed. The
representatives from seventeen schools
were welcomed by President Gray at a
general meeting in Chase Hall. . After
a few suggestions and directions from
Howard Thomas of the Debating Coun
eil, the debaters left for their respective
fields of combat. Immediately after
the debates, they all re-assembled at
Chase- Hall where-, following refreshments and a short moving picture program. Reginald Colby announced the
judges' decisions.
(Continued on Page 3, Column 3)

Outdoor Track
Club Directors
Card Includes
Make Amendment
Stiff Battles An amendment was added to the ConThe Garnet outdoor track si-ason will
soon be on its way. Gareelon Field is
c lea re-el of its snow and the cinder track
will be ready for use within a few days.
The lirst outdoor track and lie-Id meet
scheduled for the Garnet this year will
take- place on Gareelon Field on May
2, when the University of New Hump
shire sends its usual strong team of
runners and weight men to compete
with the Bobcats. Last year the Gal
net visited the I'liiversity of New
Hampshire and was defeated by a close
margin. Hence, Hates is out to get
revenge this year.
Second Meet with Northeastern
The second track meet of the season
is scheduled with Northeastern. This
meet will take place at Lewiston on
May !'. Little is known of the Northeastern outfit, but judging from the
calibre of its relay teams, there is no
doubt that they will give Hates a stiff
battle.
The third track meet in which Hates
will participate will be the- annual State
Track Meet, which will be held at
Orono on May Hi. Hates has a very
good chance of winning this meet despite
the fact that the Garnet is unusually
weak in the weights. With the hope
that Colby. Howeloin and Maine- divide
among themselves the- points coming
from the weight events. Hates can win
solely on its star runners.
Tile next track meet in which Hates
will compete is the New England Inter
collegiate Track and Field Meet, which
will take place on Gareelon Field on
two days. Fridnv and Saturday. May
22 and 23. This is the second time that
this meet has taken place in Maim- and
it is the first time it has been held in
Lewiston. The I'liiversity of Maine
won the meet last year and Hates placed
fourth. This year Bates stands a good
chance in placing nearer the top. A
new rule, passed hist year, prohibits
freshmen from competing in the Xew
Kngland
Meet. Therefore.
Coach
Thompson will enter a freshman medley
relay team to compete with other fresh
man teams.
The annual National Intercollegiate
Track and Field Meet will take place
at Philadelphia on May 80. Coach
Thompson says that he may send a few
men to compete in this meet, but the
matter is as yet undecided.
High School Meet June 6
On June- (i. the annual Interscholastic
Track and Field Meet will give all
the Maine high schools and prep schools
an opportunity to show their wares on
Gareelon Field.
As yet no definite schedule has been
arranged for the frosh, inasmuch as
they will be eligible to compete in all
of the varsity track meets, with the exception of the New F.iigland Meet.
, However. Coach Thompson says that
he may get a few meeds wit h high
(Continued on Tage 4 Column 5)

stitution of the- Outing Club at a meeting of the Board of Directors held
Tuesday. The amendment makes the
Hoard of Directors self perpetuating instead of having a new board elected
each year.
The idea of having the Board of
Directors select its successors is borrowed from the Dartmouth Outing Club,
the largest and most successful Outing
Club in collegiate circles. Under this
plan freshmen who work for three years
will, liming their Junior year, be appointed to the Board of Directors.

IVY AND CLASS
DAY ODES ASKED
The committee chairman in charge
of the Senior Class Day and the chairman of the Junior Ivy Day have- both
issue-el calls for competition for Class
Odes and Poems on the part of tinseniors and ivy Odes and Ivy Poems
on the part of the juniors.
C. Rogers Lord, chairman of Class
Day. has asked that seniors submit their
contributions to any member of the
committee sometime before- April 30.
The- members of the committee besides
the chairman
are: Clara
Royden.
(Iladys Pnclerwood, F.lwin Towne." and
Belmont Adams.
Contributions for Ivy Day should be
submitted to William Dunham or any
inember of his committee.

Y. W. C. A. HEARS
PROF. HARMS ON
INDIVIDUALITY
The first meeting of the V. W. C. A.
under the new officers, was held
Wednesday. April 1.1. Professor Harms
gave one of his interesting talks on
Individuality. Dorothy Staples entertained with musical selections.
The new president, Edith Lerrigo,
Opened the- meeting ley reading a short
prayer. Professor Harms was introduced as one whose talks are bound to
be interesting. He told the girls that
there was something within evervone
which called for self-expression, but
that we are like '• icebergs floating in
the ocean seven eighths submerged, and
one-eighth emerged." The cry of the
present age. standardization," opposes
the development of individuals for it
encourages us to suppress ourselves, to
fall in line. Professor Harms showed
us that we liked individuality, for it
appealed to our imagination, that it inspired pleasant, wholesome imitation,
and that it called for the best in one.
He felt the question to be asked at St.
Peter's Gate should be "What have
you done to live- the Cod given life that
is vours?"
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resent the actions of the few, who like
the marginal producers or buyers, force
the others associated with them into
unwilling channels.
The unwholesome psychological effect
of the Commons cannot be minimized.
The streams of influence do not cease at
the entrance to the dining room, but
may unconsciously affect other actions
during the day or days following, and
may give rise to undesirable habits that
will work to the detriment of the student after college.
Eventually, when a new men's refec
tory is built, we would favor the inclusion of the better aspects of a commons and the better aspects of the
fraternity dining room. In our observations we have been impressed with
the courtesy present in the fraternity
dining room presided over either by a
fraternity representative or by a
matron. We would suggest that whenever plans for a new refectory are
drawn up, that provision be made for
several small rooms limited to thirty or
so men. instead of massing the entire
body of students into a single room.
This would obviate the functioning
of mob psychology. If possible, each
room should be presided over by a person older than the students, faculty
members if possible, or by some student
who has respect of his associates.
Our suggestion that meals be served
at two separate hours has been anticipated by other administrative members.
Not only would such an arrangement
reduce the number of students eating at
one time, but it would also make it
possible to utilize the noon hour for
classes, and either to begin classes later
in the morning or to close earlier in the
afternoon.
Other alternatives are open. For
instance, if the present refectory
afforded the room, a self service system
could be installed such as is used with
success in Clark University and other

III SIXESS STAFF
colleges.
Since most of the men who eat at
Edward Wilmot, '33
A. J. I-atham. Jr.. '33 the Commons miss a number of meals
Julius Lomhardi, '34 during the course of a year, we would
Harold !■'.. Smith, '34
suggest that each student be given the
allowance of several extra meals.
These extra meals could be used to
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AN EXPRESSION OF SYMPATHY
We are sorry to learn of the illness
of Dr. George Carroll Smith whose
gracious presence here last fall and
whose gift of a men's dormitory to
Bates lias made him enduring in the
memories of all connected with the college. If his illness had been generally
known we are sure there would have
been some expression of good wishes
and sympathy from the student
body before this. We take this means
of suggesting that the Student Council
send Mr. Smith an official message of
condolence.
President Gray lias informed us that
work on the new building will begin
almost" immediately but may we state
now that we are not so much concerned
with whatever delay Mr. Smith's illness may have caused in the approval
of the architect's final plans as we are
concerned that Mr. Smith speedily recover his health.
PHI BETA KAPPA
Perhaps liocause the outgoing editor
was himself elected a member of Phi
Beta Kappa from this year's Senior
class that group of deserving students
has thus far gone without editorial
recognition. Had the group of students
chosen for membership in the Gamma
chapter of the fraternity this year been
other than they are we would have been
reluctant to give them our mite of
praise, but since almost to an individual
they have so manifested their interests
and versatility in campus and life
affairs other than the mere drudgery of
books, we feel unable to compliment them
as much as they deserve to be complimented.
The choice of Phi Beta Kappa candidates has not always been so happy.
We are minded of certain selections
which we do not care to definitely indicate. One or two years ago a man from
the Senior class of that time was chosen
to Phi Beta Kappa membership and accepted the honor. He was of a peculiar
religious sect that forbade him to believe in anything but the fundamental
dogma of the Old and New Testaments.
He came to Bates, was forced to take
certain courses for his science minor,
finished his courses with high honors, and
all the while scoffed at the knowledge
he liecame familiar with. The grades
he made in those science courses helped
to determine his Phi Beta Kappa standing, and he was willing to accept mem
bership, inwardly disbelieving that for
which he was given that honor.
ASSISTANCE FOR THE BAND
The Varsity Club's outright appropriation of $250 to be used for the
purchase of sweaters and equipment
for the band and the appropriation of
from $50 to $100 by the Council on
Athletics to finance the band's trips
this spring is at last a recognition of
the work and needs of this important
musical unit. The comment that the
band has drawn and the color that it
has given to athletic contests should
assure it of annual financial assistance.

J^JSS.
THE COMMONS
Since we have conferred with the
various administration members responsible for the conduct of the Commons
we have somewhat changed our purpose
of recommending changes to commending what has been done to improve
the fare ami conditions in the men's
refectory. Although we do not condone the long delay in beginning im
provements, we are gratified that at
last they are being brought to pass.
Previously, the objections we would
have stressed would have been : (I )
The crowding and milling in the vestibale; (2) The tendency toward syncopated mastication caused by truly
jazz music; (3) The manners of those
who after a rush down the aisle, with
one sweep of their arms accumulate
most of the food around their plates,
and the general attitude of survival of
the fittest; (4) The monotonous round
of meals: (5) The general psychological
atmosphere of noise and hurry, con
ducive to nervous tension.
We have been informed by the diet
itian that the new ruling concerning
entrance into the Commons is working
effectively to reduce crowding in the
xestibule; that other plans are contemplated to put the serving of meals at
each table on a higher plane of etiquette; and that the charge of a monotonous round of menu is unfounded,
for when asked in the past what dishes
they would desire, complaining students
have been struck dumb and could suggest no addition to the bill of fare.
The dietitian claims that every variety
of food, and of the best quality, is
served on both sides of the campus.
The sincerity of the administration
in trying to furnish meals to its students at cost cannot be questioned, and
although tome years may show a surplus, and others a deficit, the average
perhaps no more than covers the cost
of materials, help, repair, and overhead.
Although we are sympathetic with the
Commons authorities in their efforts to
please so many varying appetities and
personalities, we believe that more can
be done than is now being initiated or
contemplated. We are not convinced,
tor instance, that the menu is not monotonous. The fact that students heretofore who have complained could not
name dishes that might have been
added to the menu is no disproof of
monotony, for college men students are
not dietitians trained to name varieties
(if service.
Something, perhaps, could be done to
change the variety of music to more
pleasing melodies of contemporary vintage than some of those used "which
have SUCh a syncopating effect as to
cause the accompaniment of a glass and
spoon orchestra.
Whatever improvement can be done
in the manner of eating depends largelv
upon the cooperation of those few students, who in their disregard or thoughtlessness, cause others at their tables to
follow their actions, or to wait for the
second serving, if there is one. From
what information we have gathered,
i most students who eat at the Commons

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BATES
The work of the department of argu
mentation and the Debating Council in
directing the Interscholnstic Debating
League is an invaluable means of
bringing the name of Bates to the
Maine secondary schools and in attracting students. The debates this y<.u
included a greater number of second
arv schools in preliminary, semi-final,
and final trials than in any year of
the past.
CONSTITUTION OF THE
BATES OUTING CLUB
Article 1. Name.
The name of this organization shall
be the Bates College Outing Club.
Article 2. Object.
The object of this club shall be to
promote outdoor activities and to provide the means for enjoying such activities as are not provided by the athletic
council.
Article 3. Membership.
Sec. 1. All members of the student
body, faculty and alumni shall be eligible for membership in the club upon
payment of the specified dues.
Sec. 2. Others than those belonging
to the above named groups may be admitted to special membership in the
club, entitling these persons to specified
privileges, upon payment of such sums
as are provided for in article 0.
Article 4. Board of directors and
Junior Body.
Sec. 1. The management of the ac
tivities Of the club shall rest with a
board of directors.
Sec. 2. The board of directors shall
consist of eight student members whose
titles shall be Chairman of Winter
Carnival (man and woman): Chairman
of Cabins and Trails (man); Chairman
of Hikes (man and woman); Chairman
of Women's Athletics (woman): Chairman of Winter Sports (man): Chairman
of Secretariat (man) ; two faculty (man
and woman), one to be the treasurer.
Sec. :i. There shall be a Junior Body
consisting of twelve members of each
of the upper three classes (seven men
and five women).
Sec. 4. The Junior Body shall pick
twelve members from the sophomore
class to serve on that body for the following year.
Sec. 5. The directors are the mem
bers of the Junior Body elected by that
body to the chairmanships named in
section 2.
Sec. fi. The faculty Directors shall
be elected by the Junior Body.
Sec. 7. The directors shall have the
power to fill any vacancies that occur
on the board during the year.
Sec. 8. A ipiorum to consist of live
directors.
Sec. 9. Any director who is absent
two regular board meetings without
definite explanation to the secretary,
is automatically dropped from the b
and the vacancy thus created wil
filled as provided for in section 7.
Article 5. Officers.
Sec. 1. There shall be a (ires
chosen from and by the boar
directors at their first meeting.
Article fi. Committees.

r: ■

OPEN FORUM
ERC0LLEGIATE

UJJEWS
By MARY F. HOAG
With the arrival of spring every
one's thoughts seem to be turning to
Junior Week and Junior Proms. At
Boston University the Junior Week
committee has invited Charles Parrell,
a former Boston University man, and
his bride Virginia Valli to attend their
Prom. The request was sent by radiogram to the Fan-ell's who are honey
mooning in Kurope.
Paul Whitman's Leviathan Victor
Recording Orchestra which will consist
of eleven pieces will furnish music for
Hie Junior Prom at Rhode Island Slate
College. Dancing will be until .'! A.M.
Junior Week at the University of
Vermont is sponsoring a unique feature,
a beautv contest to ascertain by preferential ballot the woman from among
the four classes who represents the
most perfect example of feminine
beauty, personality and charm of the
University. The winner will be named
Queen of Junior Week and will be an
nouneed at the Junior Prom following
her selection by the board of judges.
This is the first beauty contest ever
conducted on a Vermont campus and its
collegiate aspects are recognized but an
expression of critical artistic judgment
on the part of the student body is anticipated. If a spirit of fairness, good
judgment and democracy is used it
will prove a distinct feature of Junior
Week.
Mr. Shaw of the University of Maine
barber shop has made ait offer to give
a free hair cut, shave and shampoo to
the first man who makes a home run
in a varsity game. When the 1'. of
M. baseball team comes to Bates May
!>. it may resemble a ••House of David"
team unless someone has made a home
run before that time.
It certainly takes time to bring about
a change by legislation. Since 1881
agitation began proposing to change the
name of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College, at Amherst. Mass. to the
Massachusetts State College. As a
result of continual publicity, enthusiasm and partitions, Gov. Joseph B.
Ely of Massachusetts finally signed a
bill changing the name to Massachusetts State College. The change
becomes effective June 24, and from
then on, be careful who you call a
•• Mass. Aggie! "
Sec. 1. Temporary committees of the
board or club shall' be chosen by the
President or the board as the occasion
may demand.
See. 2. Any and all committees shall
be responsible to the board of directors.
Article 7. Duties of Officers.
Sec. 1. The duties of the president
shall be to preside at all meetings, to
call special meetings when necessary, or
at the request of three members of the
board, or upon the request of Hie
faculty treasurer, to serve as ex oflicio
member of all committees.
Sec. 2. The duties of the secretary
of the board shall be to keep a record
of all meetings of the club, and the
board, to conduct such correspondence
as occasions demand, to keep an accurate list of the membership of the club,
to attend to the necessary details con
nected with the elections of the members of the board, and to publish the
results of the elections.
Sec. 3. The duties of directors shall
be indicated by their respective titles
Sec. A. The duties of tin' treasurer
o!' the club shall be to collect and expend the funds of the club, subject to
the approval of the board of directors.
He shall make a quarterly itemized
financial report to the board, shall render an annual report at the close of the
fiscal year, and shall cause the same to
be published. His books shall be subject to audit at the direction of the
board of directors.
Sec. 5. Duties of the junior body
shall be lo serve on minor committees,
and carry on work of the club under tin
direction of the board of directors.
Article ,H. Meetings.
Bee. 1. The directors shall hold regu
lar meetings on the third Thursday of
each month.
Sec. 2. Junior Body to meet at the
call of the directors.
Sec. 3. The Junior Body shall ineel
with the board of, directors at their
meeting the third Thursday in May and
elect the incoming members of I lie
junior body and the directors for the
coming year.
Article !>. Dues.
Sec. 1. The dues, for regular mem
bership in the club shall In- $1.5(1 per
college year, payable in advance. Payment of these dues shall entitle a mem
ber to the use of the club equipment
and the enjoyment of all privileges
er the club,
ec. 2. Sums admitting persons
er than members to the enjoyment of
cilied privileges under the club shall
announced and collected by the ramttees in charge of Hie various depart
•nts.
tide 10. Amendments.

To the Editor of The Student:
Sir:
The recently proposed revision of the
Constitution of the Outing Club which,
I believe, is published elsewhere in this
issue seems worthy of some notice.
An investigation of the Constitution
as it appears to-day reveals that it can
be amended by a mere two thirds vote
of the Hoard of Directors, and "what's
done cannot be undone". It is. I here
fore, not a question of legality but
rather one of practicability.
The more important changes seem to
be that there shall be a system by which
underclassmen will work their way into
the various chairmanships by means of
previous service under former boards
of directors rather than become mini
bers of the board by simple election,
and that each year the out going Junior
Body will elect some of its own mem
bers to be the board for the next year
instead of allowing the members of the
Club to have any voice in saying who
shall direct the Club each year.
The first change is commendable in
that it would eliminate lo quite all extent tin- present "popularity eon test"
which the Outing Club election has
become, in which the members of the
Board of Directors are necessarily
elected "by guess and by gurry " because there is no way to judge the
merits of the various candidates.
Basing membership on the Board on
previous service and demonstrated
ability cannot help but be beneficial.
But the second change, by which the
Board of Directors seeks to perpetuate
itself, year after year, by self election,
with absolutely no outside check but
arbitrary faculty interference, is
decidedly
pernicious. One
of
the
reasons for the change may be to be
free from the evils of democracy, but
if that is the case the whole system is
set up on a rotten foundation, for the
present Board of Directors was chosen
by means of the very democracy which
is deplored. But let us grant for the
sake of argument, that popular elections
are undesirable. How can we be assured that the revision will be an improvement ! There is a possibility that
the caliber of the directors may be
such that they will continue to elect
their successors entirely on the basis
of previous work and ability. If this
possibility could be proved to be a
certainty, we should subscribe wholeheartedly to the change. But this can
not be proved for there is also a possi
bility that after a few years the type
of directors chosen may be such that
they will begin to base their decisions
not so much on previous service as upon
friendship, personal prejudice, etc., until
the quality of the succeeding boards
may deteriorate into an inactive, useless, and perhaps harmful group. The
point is that this latter possibility cannot be denied, and if such a condition
ever should come about, what could bill one .' Nothing! The only check on
such a I.oily is entirely removed when
the members of the Club are deprived
of their franchise. Perhaps it may be
argued that the members could cease
their membership ill the Club, and although that is technically true, it is a
well known fact that to all intents ami
purposes, the Outing Club is almost
synonomous with the student body, and
membership is practically compulsory.
It would seem more advisable there
fore, to revise the Constitution in such
a way as to secure the benefits of both
the new proposal and the present Constitution, institute a system by which
underclassmen may be elected to the
various top positions, allow the outgo
ing Board with its knowledge of those
who have worked under it to nominate
candidates for the succeeding year, but
have the power of final choice with the
members of the Club, where it really
belongs. In such a way you will be
able to obtain the advantage~of seiur
ing people who really know and deserve
their jobs, but at the same time you
will have an effective chock on possible
harmful control by a small group.
It is true that in taking away the
voting power from the members of the
organization, Board of Directors of
Hie Outing club is acting in strict accordance with the letter of the law
Whether it was ever the intention of
the original fraineis of the Constitn
tion that this power could be taken
away is open to question. In any event,
• he Board would do well to make as
thorough an investigation as possible
to see whether or not the members Ol
their club would not prefer snow
change which would not deprive them
of some voice in the management of
their organization.

■
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FLASH-BACK
By ROBERT MANSON
The following are extracts from „|,|
issues of the Bates Student. From i|„,
time the paper was founded in ]>;.;
for many years it was issued monthly
and was a sort of newspaper-magazine
combination. This first is taken from
the issue of December, LS74.
''For the first time since its found^.
tion a case of hazing has oeeurn
Bates. The excitement has been g
both in the college and in the city,
so many exaggerated and untrue rep* -,
have been circulated that we desire !i ••
of all to give a correct statement ,.f
the facts.
"It appears that a portion at least
of the sophomores thought that
had been personally insulted by M
Hussey of the Freshman class, and \
termined to resent it by breaking i
his room during the night and clip;..
his whiskers. This programme they •
tempted to carry out on the moraine •
the 31st of October, and sueeei
accomplishing their object; but
attempting to leave, they were fo|] v,
by Mr. Hussey, and a struggle
place in the hall, during which H
received several injuries about the head,
and as near as can be ascertain.
quite severely handled.
"The clumsy manner in whicl
whole affair was conducted shuu? the hazers were new at the bus
Articles were left in the room by
the owners could be identified. ai
were so imperfectly disguised that it
number were recognized by Mr. H
"The course of the parties com
upon learning the condition of Mr.
sev is much to their credit. They at
once acknowledged their connection
the affair, apologized to the Fa.
to Hussey. and paid the latter th( of one hundred dollars as a con
tion for injuries received by him. 1
of the offenders were promptly - ponded for an indefinite period, al
remainder placed upon probation.
"It is a matter of deep regret In all
connected with the institution tl I
affair of this kind should occur v. tl :
our wall, and we hope and believi
it is both the first and last that v. I!
ever take place. I'nder no eireumsti
and for no provocation is baring
liable. It is a foolish, absurd. I sg
fill, barbarous custom, a relic .
lark ages which ought to bavi
abolished long since. Because a
a Freshman, is he any the less
Then use him like a man. If he
or imposes upon you or your elass
him precisely as you would any 01
Either show him the contempt which he
deserves, or knock him down. . . . We
do not wish to read those coir
with the late case a lecture, for n
beve no one more sincerely regrets il
than they, but we do desire to ex]
our emphatic disapprobation of tl
torn and to do our best to prevent its
establishment at Bates."
The next is from January. 1902.
"President Chase is at present
of town soliciting funds for the c."
Wo hope that before long the coll..
will have become so prosperous that
president can be among us the i
year. From this year's report there 1 'fair to be a speedy realization of ir
hope. Move has been added to tin
lege funds than for any year before."
Tn the issue of February. 1903. niai
be found this short editorial:
•'We are certainly behaving beau:
fully during chapel exercises. Whv i
carry our civilization one step flirt'■"■
why not be orderly and quiet in •'•
library '
"As conditions now exist, the lib
is practically worthless, for it is i"
Bible to read or study without intei
tion and disturbance. There is no' •
student in college, but realizes tliiplorable state of affairs, and yet
• I'II stop-when-the-others do' plea as an excuse for nearly all of us."
Five years before in ISPS, eha] '
havior was evidently not as good. Tn an
editorial on New Year's resolutions
the issue of March of that year is
the comment and suggestion:
". . . But meanwhile let us make
practical application of our good intention and resolve to unite as a body 01 |
Students in making our chapel exercise'hat thev should be.

Now it is my purpose in writing tl
article to stimulate enough interest
tin' student body so that some six n
Respectfully,
Howard E. Thomas. Ml might be picked lo form a team. A
with a team, practicing four or five di
To the Editor of the Student:
a week, a match with Bowdoin mi:
Sir:
not be impossible. However, if I
With the coming of spring, a young could not '"' arranged, then I believe I
man 's fancy may turn to—well, perhaps there are certainly enough golfers
golf. Although Bates has never been iii college so that a tournament i
represented by a golf team, there has be made possible. This would, undo""
been much interest shown bv many mem I'dly. cause a growing interest for I
bers of the student body "in this sport game and perhaps some students «'
during the past few years. The college not able to enter into major Btl
maintains a membership at the Martin activity might well be excellent shots
dale Country Club which enables any the links.
Bates man or woman to play there on
Therefore, why not let some one -,|;
any week day. Already (his spring, sev ment organize, under proper supeni-''"
end Pnrkerites have availed themselves all Bates men interested in golf am
of this privilege and one may readily either form a team and arrange i
find any number of the Bates divot dig- schedule or plan a student tournament.
gers out on the course during these warm
Respectfully submitted.
afternoons.
Warren M. (Irccr. "'
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PROFESSOR WALMSLEY ATTENDS
CONFERENCE AT SMITH COLLEGE
Eastern Society of the Directors of Physical Education
For Women Discusses Growing Importance of
Physical Education and Hygiene in Colleges
By AL HOWE

By MINA CRITCHELL
Professor Lena Walmsley attended the
annual conference of the Eastern Society
of the Directors of Physical Education
for Women in Colleges and Universities
held at Smith College April 9-10.
The conference was intensely interesting and brought out the fact that the
departments of Physical Education and
Hygiene are of growing importance in
college curricula. Dr. Scott of Smith
College gave an interesting lecture on
" Hygiene Courses in Colleges" in which
sho said that Hygiene is at the present
time in a very confused state. It is
taught under the varied names of Anatomy, Physiology, Community Hygiene
and Personal Hygiene and by doctors.
Biology instructors, anil teachers of
Physical Education. Seldom is a text
found to lit any one particular situation.
Probably no course in the college curriculum is as diversified as this one.
The National Conference on Health at
Syracuse, New York, is facing these
problems with the intention of at least
beginning to solve them successfully.
Smith College, like many other progressive Colleges, provides trained service
to deal with mental problems. Contrary
to a fairly common but provincial attitude toward problems of a mental nature these colleges believe that just as

ARCHERY
TOURNAMENT
;„],! more zest to our spring sonarchery, we have entered the SccAnmial Women's Intercollegiate
ind
Archery Tonmament which is
Sprig
iiins of the National Archunder the auspl
All seores are reported
I «? \.o,,ialioii.
!„■ ma H or telegraph to the l!»:il head(erg, the university <»f Wisconsin.
.,.in opponents will be women
front many colleges and universities of
,|„. I'tiilci States.
\„1 here are the rules for the competition:
I Shooting shall be completed dnr,l„. period of May 17-24. inclusive.
'■■ Teams shall consist of eight archi shall be undergraduate women
college. Team members need not
L. indicated before shooting begins, but
Iiosen as a result of scores made,
thai is, those having the eight high
liecome members of Hie first team.
The Colombia Round shall be shot
following order: 1st Range, 24
s from 50 yards; 2nd Range, 24
Range, 24
9 from 40 yards; 3rd
The target shall
a from 3D yards.
pilation 4S inches. Scoring shall be:
9; red 7: blue i): black "•; white 1.
rrows hitting outside the white shall
neither for hits or score. Arrows
':" ig two colors score for the higher
Rebounds from the scoring face
r target count 1. score 5.
J. The whole round need not be shot
. session, but at least one range
it
-" be completed at one time. No
,■ than six practice arrows shall be
,i the target on which the range is
l„. shot, before beginning official
iling. If more than one range is
pleted at one session, no practice
i.vs shall 1M> allowed between ranges.
Only one full Columbia Round
!| be counted as official. As soon as
PBOFESSOB WALMSLEY
impetitor indicates that she is begin.' her official round, she must continue physical illnesses require the attention
•it least one range and her shooting of* a doctor so mental conflicts require
II I e scored on tin' score sheet.
thoso of a specialist. A large part of
. No shooting shall be considered a medical man's practice is concerned
rial unless under the direct super- with minor illnesses, rather than serious
iii of an instructor or the authorised ones. The presence of a medical man
lent head of archery. Either a n does not necessarily indicate a grave
ruetor or student head must 'heck condition. Unfortunately the presence
sign all score sheets.
of a psychiatrist is too often interpreted
Totals for each team entered shall as aa indication of the existanee of
telegraphed by noon Monday. May eases of insanity. As a matter of fact,
indicating total bits and total this is ihe exception rather than the
■ separately. All score sheets shall rule. As it is with the medical man,
mailed by Monday night. May 25th.
most of the psychiatrists' practice deals
proposed to award a gold wool with simple mental illnesses which frell
• .- I in all individual team members quently can be readily remedied. Dr.
win make a total scure (without hits)
Richardson of Smith College was very
i.f ever 40 and a red wool tassel to those convincing in her discusson of the edu■ho make a total score (without hits) cational responsibility and possibilities in
of 300 up to 400.
this line.
Two Year Requirement at Smith
In- Board will meet this week at
The officers of the Athletic Association
Mi liken House at the usual time. 7.30 of Smith College discussed the athletic
■ irk.
situation at Smith. They have only a
two year requirement for physical eduGolf enthusiasts will be glad to know cation, yet they hold sixty per cent, of
lh:it we have renewed our membership tho students in their Junior and Senior
:it the Martindale Country Club. Watch years on a purely voluntary basis. Out
next week for the rules to be observed "of a student body of two thousand bechile playing on the green.
tween one thousand and one thousand
and seven hundred take an active part
There seems to have been some misin various sports.
i let-standing about spring tennis. Ac
On Smith campus, the president of
inline to page 10 in the Handbook, to W. A. A. is a prominent leader. The
1" awarded seven points, a girl must be Outing Club is also a very active organiHI of the first four in the ladder tournasation. It possesses two cabins and
ment : for five points, one of the second every week-end there is a party at one.
fcnir in the ladder tournament; to be The' manner of choosing directors is
awarded two points, play tit least three unique. Those who are interested in
11 allonges. As regards rules, there shall obtaining this Outing Club office run a
■ a ladder tournament in each class, no weekend party at the cabin. The girls
practices are required, but at least throe who prove themselves to be the best mani allenges must be completed, tennis can- agers are chosen by the present directors
iii • count twice a year for W. A. A. for their successors.
p' ints, the same general rules as for fall
Fine Equipment at Smith
B.
The equipment of Smith College is'vast
1
-- teams shall be chosen by the W. compared with many institutions. They
V A. Board to play in the singles and have a huge gymnasium, swimming pool,
faoMes matches in the interclass tourna- dance studio, very generous locker and
1
'
I'or all interclass games at least shower accommodations, corrective rooms,
two 'ficials. an umpire and a linesman. twentv tennis courts. IMIHI soccer and
u' obtained.
lacrosse fields, archery range, boat house
and rowing shells in addition to an immense tract of land that is now under
development.
Like the Bates department the Smith
department has no intercollegiate comMrs. Gray entertained at an "April petition. Dean Nicholson heartily apIT. ' in her own home. Friday, the proves the educational goals and Objec•iitecnth. The guests included Mis. tives of the modern program of Physical
rny, Miss Walmsley and Miss Education for women. President Neil"'its and all college women whose son of Smith says speaking of his great
interest in women 's colleges deplored the
hthdays are in April.
Each guest responded to the call of fact that in men 's colleges so much time
" birthday by telling about some and money are spent on athletics.
r
':it man nr famous event belonging
The convention closed with a dance
» the month of April
During the recital which would do credit to a group
fternoon the talk centered on matters of professional dancers, so finished was
f
general interest pertaining to April. it in its artistry.
Tli:s was another one of the series
lightful teas which the girls hav(
ed.
[TELEGRAPHIC

CAMP FIRE WORK
IS FEATURE OF
W.A.A. TOURNEY

"April Tea" Given
Friday by Mrs. Gray

When a fifth grade teacher in a small
lissUsippi school heard the Stein Song
•ver the radio she received an inspira'
as to where she could get a needed
for the pupils of her class. She
"jpte to the faeultv manager of
'Weties of the U. of M. asking if he
"""Id send her an old worn out football.
" " ply to this request she received a
"'■«' football with the compliments of
'e I Diversity. Here is more evidence
*J educational benefits derived from a

WOMEN LOSE
MAINE DEBATE

Two of our women debaters journeyed
on April 16 to the University of Maine
where three judges rendered a 2-1
decision in favor of the Orono women a
contention that United States should
recognize the Soviet Government of
Russia.
Eva Bisbee and Caroline < ousins were
the U. of Maine speakers. Bates was
represented by Rebecca Carter, 33 and
Edith Lerrigo, "32.

Camp Fire Girls Secretary
Conducts Course Here
A week of Camp Fire fun and work
which has made Camp Fire guardians
out of more than a hundred Hates
girls -that is the result of the new
Camp Fire Course which was one of the
features of \v. A. A. tournament week.
Through the efforts of Miss Charlotte
Milieu, a former Hates graduate. \V.
A. A. was fortunate to have Miss
Kldora T. DeMots on campus for the
past week to conduct this (amp Fire
course. Miss DeMots is the Associate
Field Secretary of the National Council
of the Camp Fire <iirls. She is offering
this course in various colleges to stimulate interest in Camp Kile work. The
present week she is spending at the
University of Maine.
Miss DeMots an Efficient Leader
Through the efficient leadership of
Miss DeMots much was accomplished
even in the relatively short period of.
a week. Camp l'ire organization and
operation were discussed. By way of
practical experience, each girl learned
to represent Camp Fire symbols by
stenciling, beading, and oil painting.
Another interesting feature was the
presentation of a typical Camp l'ire
ceremonial. Much credit is due to Dorothy Parker who initiated the idea of
having this course on campus,

BERWICK WINS
(Continued from Page 1)

PHYSIOLOGY COURSE VALUABLE
ASSET TO BATES CURRICULUM
Dr. Gottlieb, C. M. G. Pathologist, Conducts One-Hour
Course of Great Value as Practical and Cultural Study.
Is Native of Turkey and Harvard Graduate
By RUSHTON LONG
Several Bates campus folks arc unaware that a new course in physiology
was added to the Department of Biology. The origin of the idea and plan
may be attributed to a small group of
pre -medical students who voluntarily visited the C. M. G. hospital weekly for
the purpose of observing operations.
During these visitations intimate contact
was made with Dr. Gottlieb, pathologist
for the c. M. G. hospital. This acquaintanceship resulted in a desire on the
part of the Bates students to establish
a practical course in physiology on
campus.
A conference was held with the Biology
Department. Immediately Ihe
Department conferred with President
Grav who saw in the proposed course a
distinct advantage <" the Bates curriculum. As a result the course was author
i/,.,1 -.,,,1
|ii. Gottlieb assumed the
responsibility of instructor at the be
-inning "f the school year in September.

BENEFIT DANCE
HELD FOR BAND
A dam e was held at Chase Ball for
the benefit of the Bates College Band
Saturday evening April IS. The dance
was well attended, and the Bates Bob
cat orchestra, increased to ten members,
furnished the best music since Joe
Roman and his Pennsylvanians played
here for the Sophomore Hop.
The dance was managed by Gil
Clapperton, leader of the Band and of
the Bobcats. Chaperones were Prof,
and Mrs. P.uschniann. and Prof, and
Mrs. Iterkelman.

BATES TEACHERS
AT CONVENTION
The New England Classical Association held its annual meeting at Southampton. Mass.. March 27 and 28. There
were 600 teachers of the classical Ian
gauge
representing the universities,
colleges and preparatory schools of New
England present.
Professor McCrea of Columbia gave
a most unusual paper on "The Religious
and Moral Views of Cicero". Dr.
Pease of Amherst spoke on "The
Reasons
Whv
we
should
StudyMediaeval Languages". Prof. Bassett
of the University of Vermont gave a
comparison of the beginnings of the
Blind, Odyssey,
and
Aeneid. Prof.
Wicker of Amherst presented an illustrated lecture on Delematia and the
palace of Diocletian.
Prof. George M. Chase and Prof. Fred
A. Knapp represented Bates college.
The only other Maine representative
was Prof. Chase from the University
of Maine. Among the high school
representatives was Miss Mary Bartlett,
'21. of Manchester High School. Man
cluster, N. II.

NEW SPRING CLOTHES
FOR COLLEGE MEN «nd WOMEN

CHARGE

Dr. Gottlieb a Native of Turkey
We are very fortunate to have the
services of Dr. Julias Gottlieb in this
new course. Dr. Gottlieb is a native of
Turkey ami came to America at the age
of six. He is G graduate of Harvard
College and also Boston University Midi
eal School, and has been an instructor
in Pathology since 1925 in the Medical
School of Boston University. He has
also been serving in Hie capacity of
county pathologist since 1027. Dr. Gotl
lieb is a Fellow of the American Medical
Association ami an Associate Fellow of
ihe American College of Physicians. His
degree of D. N. B. from the National
Board allows him to practice anywhere
in ihe United states. Canada, Mexico and
reciprocal countries. During his leisure
moments Doctor Gottlieb assumes the
ilc of an author, having written
Pathology of the Call Bladder". "Gas
fro-Intestinal Parasites", and a pamphlet mi syphilis.
"A pathologist specialises in the microSCOpie study of the diseased conditions
of the body "and is more competent to
teach a course in physiology than an
ordinary practicing physician.

109-111 Lisbon St.
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HECKER-FRANSON NEEDLECRAFT SHOP
WE SPECIALIZE IN

LADIES' FURNISHINGS-GIFTS-ART NEEDLEWORK
79 LISBON STREET, LEW1STON, MAINE
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Hates 1904

STREET

Colby Announced Winners
• ■
Compliments of
At 10:30 Saturday morning, the 11 It i
mate winners were announced by Beginalil Colby. President Gray made the
awards, silver loving cups to the two
LEWISTON
winning teams and a hundred dollar
Main
Street
scholarship to the
best
individual
speaker. A new feature of this year's
league is the fact that both winner and
runner-up are eligible for the national
The Pathologist Illustrates
tournament at liipon. Michigan, next
To
illustrate
this point Dr. Gottlieb
month.
The members of the 1931 champion- related the following local case of a
ship debating team were .lane Tyrell. suspected murder. A decapitated torso
was found in burnt ruins of a building.
DIAMONDS
SPV. B.TOB1II
Ml, and John 1.. Wright. ':'.:.', all'irma
tive and Frank Davis. '31 and Howard Immediately the general tl ry was
LEWISTON, MAINE
ISSON STREET
80
'
Norman, '31, negative. They defeated accepted thai the person had been first
killed,
the
body
dismembered,
thrown
Peniioll Institute and Could Academy to
win their way into the finals. The into ihe house, and the building set on
members of the l.cavitt team were fire. However, when pathologists careATTENTION, STUDENTS!
Hector l.cmairc. '•'•'■'■. Harold lliekey. fullv examined the remains and found
'32, Thiirlic Additon. '31. and Hamil- carbon monoxide in the blood the murder
theory was immediately discarded, for
ton Boothby, '31.
The debaters were all extended cor- carbon monoxide is a result of combusdial invitation to return another year tion, thus making it obvious that the
and the question for next year's dis- person was alive when the lire started.
Although pre -medical students were re
cussion was announced to lie nnemploy
ment insurance.
sponaible for the establishment of this
Summary of semi finals:
course it is not restricted to that group.
10% Discount to All Bates Students
Dr. Gottlieb states that the course is
Group A.
adapted
to
students
Becking
a
liberal
de1. Gardiner vs. Presque Isle. Won
A. B.
B. LEVINE,
LEVINE, Mgr.
by Presque Isle 8-1. Best speaker, gree as well as those interested in pro
Bales. '23
medical work. Twenty students are en
Josiah Smith of Gardiner.
2. Presque Isle vs. Fairfield. Won rolled, including Professor Lewis of our
by Presque Isle 2-1. Best speaker. Psychology Depart ment who makes the
following comment concerning the now
Phillip Christie of Presque Isle.
Compliments of
3. Fairfield vs. Gardiner. Won by course: "I regard it as an extremely
valuable
course,
and
it
is
being
very
ably
Gardiner 8-1. Best speaker, John
DISTINCTIVE
given. The one regret 1 have is that it
Hunt of Gardiner.
Paul Carpenter
Croup winner, Presque Isle.
is not a three-hour course and as yet
PHOTOGRAPHY'
11 West Parker
laboratory facilities have not been pro
Croup B.
CLEANING and PBB88ING
1. M. C. I. vs. Bucklii Id. Won by vided in addition to the strictly tech/-TEL. 3620
P.iicklield 8-1. Best speaker. Ada nical material. Dr. Gottlieb brings in
Coiicoe
Siiidenib
material of a very practical nature. I
Bouncy of Biicklield.
2. Buekfield vs. Houlton. Won by find it very stimulating."
l
Houlton 2-1. Best speaker, Mar
Has General Commendation
.jorie McCain of Houlton.
TUFTS
COLLEGE
HARRY
PLUMMER
Similar remarks are also made by vari3. Houlton vs. M. C. 1. Won bj
Houlton 2-1. Best speaker. Char ous students. Thus the course is certainly measuring up to Dr. Gottlieb's
lotte Harmon of Houlton.
high standards and plans, namely, that
Founded I8U7
Croup winner. Houlton.
of making it a valuable course in the
COLLEGE men and women—prepare for a proCroup C.
fession
of
widening
interest and opportunity.
1. Phillips vs. Woodstock. Won by general education of the student.
Recent research has enlarged the scope of
The general plan of the course is the
THE BEST IN TOWN
Phillips
3-0. Best
s p e a k c r.
every phase of dentistry. The field demands,
Study of different organs and systems
more llian ever before, men and women of
Everett Harnden of Phillips.
ability
backed
by
superior
training.
Such
FOR
WOMEN AND MEN
2. Woodstock vs. Docring. Won by of ihe body such as those of respiratraining Tufts College Dental School offers to
During 3-0. Best speaker. Bond 'ioii. circulation, digestion, etc.—and the
its students. School opens on September 30,
physiological significance o f different
1931. Our catalog may guide you in choosing
Perry of Deering.
your career. For information address—
3. Deering vs.
Phillips. Won
by functions of the organs plus the general
DR. WD MAM RICE, Dean
Phillips 2-1. Best speaker. Robert mechanical details and various methods
CHASE HALL
416 Hunttngton Avenue
Boston, Mass.
•if treatment.
Lawrence of Phillips.
D is obvious that such a course offers
Group winner, Phillips.
information that will be a valuable asset
Group D.
For GOOD CLOTHES and
Two Best Places To Eat—at
to any student.
1. Pennell vs. Gould. Won by Gould
FURNISHINGS
3-0. Best speaker, Leslie Learned
Gillis of Calais.
of Gould.
2. Gould vs. Berwick. Won by BerGroup winner, Calais.
wick 3-0. Best speaker, Howard
Summary of finals:
Steaks, Chops and Home Made Pies
Norman of Berwick.
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
Group A.
All Sport Newt by Radio While You Sat
3. Berwick
vs.
Pennell. Won
by
1.
Phillips
negative
defeated
Presque
Special
discount
given
to
college
students
Bates Street
Lewiston, Maine
Berwick 2-1.
Isle
affirmative
8-0.
Best
speaker.
Group winner, Berwick,
Robert
Lawrence
of
Phillips.
(iron]) E.
2. Houlton negative defeated Phillips
1. Portland vs. Lincoln. Won by
affirmative 8-1. Best speaker,
Lincoln 2-1. Best speaker, Leroy
Julia Pratt of Phillips.
SELL
Snowden of Portland.
3. Berwick affirmative defeated
2. Lincoln
vs.
l.cavitt. Won
by
Calais negative 2-1. Best speaker,
Leavitt 3-0. Best speaker, Harold
.lane Tyrell of Berwick.
Hickey of Leavitt.
140 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON
•I. l.cavitt' negative defeated Calais
3. Leavitt vs. Portland. Won by
affirmative 3-0. Best speaker.
Leavitt 8-1. Best speaker, Thurlie
Harold Hickey of l.cavitt.
Additon of Leavitt.
5. Houlton affirmative defeated PresGroup winner, Leavitt.
ide Isle negative. Best speaker.
Group F.
Charlotte Harmon of Houlton.
1. Foxcroft
vs.
Calais. Won
by
(i. Berwick negative defeated Leavitt
Calais 2-1. Best speaker, tie beaffirmative 2-1. Best speaker, tie
tween Dorothy Webber of Foxamong Thurlie Additon and Hamilcroft and Alvah Hall of Calais.
ton Boothby of Leavitt and How2. Calais
vs.
Foxcroft. Won
by
'■}
nrd Norman of Berwick.
Calais 8-1. Best speaker, Charles
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TENNIS SCHEDULE

J X SPORTS y jk.
PARKER MANN
Editor
An unnecessary feeling »f pessimism
seems to be prevalent on campus as re„ar,ls the ball team. When a team flying the Garnet eolofi >* sailing along
^ning names, everyone boast*, a broad
smile ana talks casually of just another
championship. But if a team is down,
Oi if it hasn't had an even chance to
Bring into stride, then the heavy complaints are registered, and tins .11.lividual
or that one is scored lor Ins exhibition
of play. The loss of the first ot twelve
series games is s.-amly enough to relegate the Bobeal hopes to the cellar postilion for the season. A little more of
the right spirit and cooperation When
a game is dropped and less grumbling
nnmerited expressions of d.ssatistaction is the word from now on.
We present the following items not in
any sense as alibis, but rather with the
idea t.,at after all one or two causes for
a s.n.nv outlook may be found after the
smoke has cleared away. The game with
Bowdoin was a series opener. . . . BjMes
had five men new to varsity baseball,
while Bennett was the only visitor needing an introduction
A lack of organ*
/.ation was due in part to the late start
in outdoor sessions. . . . Coach Morey,
because of illness, has been unable to
direct the team for more than a wee*,
five Bowdoin players fanned vigorously while Mr. Shute was being
Credited with but three strikeouts. . . .
Tho team as a whole is far ahead ot
last year's aggregation at this time.
Chick Toomev, freshman short - stop,
had a brilliant day in the field handling
ten chances without an error. II is
timely single in the ninth brought Kentson home with the lone Hales counter.
\lillctt, the other freshman in the lineup, pitched a verv creditable game and
also garnered one of the live Garnet hits
if the afternoon.
McKown of the visitors turned in
a classy performance at the hot corner
making' one handed stops of all vane
ties. One of his hits went for the only
extra base of the day. Dwyer hit safely
in live trips to the plate to lead the
state in batting honors for a time at
least.
Colby, although out hit by Maine 2-1,
did manage to bang out four hits and
score four runs in the fourth inning to
sew up the game. And with one game
out of the way for each team, the local
paper proceeds to figure out the serial
as a battle for the sunberth between
Bowdoin and Colby with Maine and
Hates Btruggling to keep out of the
cellar. We prefer to play this game
more astutely and are reserving our dope
until around" Ivy Day.
"Whitten and .lellison, as a result of
leading their fields home in the Portland
road races, have come into permanent
possession of two huge silver cups which
have already been added to the long
row of " trophies" present ill each
room, .lellison attributes his victory to
the dozen oranges lie consumed on the
way, fed to him on the run by trainers
Viles and Adams. The former North
eastern star clipped five seconds from
the previous record.
Whitten led his pack down through
one of the numerous back alleys of the
Forest City and then forgot to go right
around a traffic beacon so his record
time will not be allowed. He finished
a good eight minute ride on the r'gure
Kight ahead of his nearest competitor,
Messer of South Portland.

Bates Loses to
Superior Team
From Bowdoin
Bobcats Were Outplayed
Millett and Kenison
Show up Well

BASEBALL AND BASKETBALL
Bates Track Men
POPULARJN CANAL ZONE
Stage Races for
Visiting Debaters Natives Prefer Soccer However—Play Basketball In
Wire Net Play-Sheds—Track, Swimming, Tennis
Volleyball for Girls—Many Year Round Sports

Two Relays, Sprint Medley
And 440 yd. Event Open
Spring Competition
The Bates tracksters engaged in two
sets of relays Friday afternoon to entertain the visiting interscholastie debalers. The first relay, a 440-yard
affair, was won by a "team composed
of John Eaton, Stuart Jones, Clayton
Hall, and Uushton Long. The second
relay, a sprint medley, was won by the
team composed of Clinton Dill. Clarence
Sampson, Dwight Kimball, and Kussell
Chapman.
In the 440-yard event Clayton Hall
jumped into the lea.I at the start. This
early lead proved the margin of victory
for the next three men ran even with
their opponents. The winners wenhard pressed and Long, running anchor
for the victors .just barely nosed out
Cole. A bail pass and a collision pre
vented two of the teams from their
chance of victory.
Second Relay a Sprint Medley
Tin' second relay was a sprint medley,
the lirst man running a 44(1. the second
and third men 220's, anil the anchor
men
an
HSU. It
w a s
originally
scheduled to have the members of the
varsity two-mile team oppose each
other at anchor. Hue to Adam's in
fected foot and Viles touch of the
grippe this plan could not be carried
out. As it was. John Lary opened up
a three-yard lead for his team over
Clayton Ball on the lirst leg. Macdregor
was ten yards" behind Lary. and Samp
son right in back of him. With Knox
taking the slick from MaeOregor, the
situation changed rapidly. With his
smooth fast stride Knox little by little
cut down the lead of Long and Jensen
who were running neck and neck in first
place. In the last L'.'i yards Knox
kicked by both boys and handed a four
yard lead to I'itterman. Williams and
Baton got away together, followed by
Butler and Hill. With the passing of
the stick again, l-'urtwongler got the
lead, Cole second. Jones third. Chapman fourth, and .lellison fifth. At the
end of the first lap. Chapman took the
lead not to be headed again. Cole,
Jones, .lellison. and l-'nrt wengler followed in that order.
Besides furnishing entertainment for
the few spectators the two relays presented the boys their first competition
of the outdoor season. Knox looked
belter than ever before in his two
dashes. Lary. Hall, and MaeOregor displayed real merit in the quarter with
their speed and fight. Chapman and
Cole renewed past hopes for a clean up
in the state meet hall-mile.
SUMMARY
440 Relay
First:
Hall, Long, Baton, Jones.
Second: Lary. Jensen, Williams. Cole.
Third: Butler, Carter, Jollisun. Smith.
Fourth:
Knox. Furt wengler.
Fitter
man. Macdregor.
Fifth: Hill, Sampson, Kimball, ("rip

By HERBERT JENSEN
Uncle Sam said, "Let the American
continent be divided, and it was divided." Thus was created the Canal
zone. Three memliers of our campus
group decided to leave this "way down
South" habitat to try their fortune in
a well-known pedagogical institution
"wav down Kast". To these people,
namely, Robert Axtell, '38, of (latuu,
Walte'r Wikingstad, '34, of Cristobal,
and especially to Paul Hayden, '33, of
Oatun, the writer would acknowledge entire indebtedness for this article.
Conditions in the Canal zone permit
the performance of many varied sports.
Most of these have been introduced into
the zone by Americans. The natives of
Panama seem to have been little inter
ested in sports. No native sports are
now being practiced except, of course
swimming and fishing.
The Canal Zone has its national game;
it happens to be baseball. Kven though
the population of I'anama is largely foreign, the national sport of the United
States has become firmly entrenched in
the Canal Zone. In fact, one might say
that baseball is taken up even more fervently than in the I'nited States.
In the four months from Deccmlier to
March which comprise the dry season,
baseball is the center of attraction of
everyone from the natives to the soldiers
and sailors. There are several leagues
furnishing strong competition. Since
there are only two high schools, Balboa
and Cristobal, in the Zone, no sizable
high school league can be formed but
they play each other several times during the season. There is an Army-Navy
League in which the rivalry is exceedingly intense. The major league in the
Zone is a semi-professional league which
includes on its roster not a few men
from the big leagues in the States.
July 4 a Big Day in Sports
The Fourth of July is the day when
sport reigns supreme in Panama. On
this day if it is not raining a baseball
game is held. One of the big attractions
of the day is a track meet which is held
usually in the pier on the Atlantic side
of the Canal Zone. Since the floor is
cement, the contestants have to wear
sneakers. However, they have many

Medley (Mile)
First: Dill, Sampson, Kimball, Chapman.
Second: Lary. Jensen, Williams, Cole.
Third: Hall, Long, Baton, Jones.
Fourth: Butler. Carter, .lellison. Smith.
Fifth:
Knox, Furtwengler. Fitternian,
MaeOregor.
in a good exhibition, and with Kenison's
two hits, contributed most to the effectiveness of the team.
BOWDOIN
ab r bh po a e
Kicker, cf
0 1 0 2 0 0
Whittier, ss
4 0 0 4 4 0
Dwyer, c
5 ". 5 4 0 0
McKown, 3b
4 2 2 1 5 0
Rose, rf
5 0 0 1 0 0
Bennett. If
4 0 2 4 0 0
Crimmins. lb
4 1 1 0 1 2
Parmenter, 2b
2 0 (I 1 2 0
Shute. p
?. 0 1 1 2 0
Totals
HATES
Toomev. ss
Dean, rf
MeLeod. rf
Berry, lb
MeOluskev, ef
Plynn, 3b
Brown, e
Kenison, If
Hedderieg, 2b
Millett. p

.If)
ab
4
2
.1
2
4
4
3
4
4
4

7 11 27
r bh po
0 1 2
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 12
0 0 3
0 II 0
0 0 5
1 2 3
0 1 2
0 1 0

14
a
8
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
3

2
e
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
2
0

Dave Morey's 1983 edition of the
BolK-ats ball club, playing their first
game of the season, was decisively beaten
by a superior Bowdoin team on flarcelon
field last Monday. Out-hit, out-fielded,
out pitched, the boys from up the river
capitalizing every opportunity, and combining them with strong hitting forced
the Garnet to bow down to the time of
7-1.
Bates scored in the closing inning
when Kenison reached first on an error,
Totals
34 1 6 27 15 5
advanced to second on Millett's out, and Bowdoin
11202000 1—7
countered on Toomev's single to right. Bates
00000000 1—1
On reviewing the game the fiariiet
Buna batted in: Bennett 3, Crimmins,
rooters can derive some satisfaction from Parmenter, Toomev. Two base hit:
the manner in which the rookies came MeKown. Stolen bases: Rieker, Benthru. Millett, a freshman, showed up nett, Crimmins. Saerifiee hits: Whitwell on the mound, and with the added tier, McKown. Bennett. Parmenter 2.
experience he will get this season is a Left on base: Bowdoin 9; Bates 10.
brilliant, p.: ospect for the future. Base on balls: Off Millett 1; off Shute
Chick Toomev, playing the short field, 4. Struck out: By Millett 5, by Shute
turned in a fine game, and incidentally 3. Hit by pitcher: By Millett (Crimgarnered a nice hit. The outfield, the mins). Umpires: McDonough and Gibsupposed weak link of the team, turned son. Time: 2:05.

We can show you a varied selection of

chances to don the spikes, for track is
especially popular with the Army, and
the Armv posts hold meets to determine
the champions of the Zone. Track is
not so successful in t e two high schools.
The teams usually have no more than
ten men.
Probably the sport which rates second
to baseball is basketball. The games
are conducted in play sheds, constructed
of wire netting on as few posts as possible to hold up the roof. It is not. as
one might think, too warm to play basketball in Panama. The ocean is so
close that a cool breeze makes it comfortable. In the basketball played there,
passing is featured more than dribbling.
Popularity of Football Doubtful
When the Americans first became
organized ill Panama, football was tried.
but proved unsuccessful. However the
Americans could not forget the game.
Four years ago, it was revived and was
played successfully for two years on the
Atlantic side of the Zone. At the present time it is successful on the Pacific
side. The weather, however, makes play
ing very difficult, and it is doubtful if
football will remain popular. Clothing
light as possible is used during the
game. The usual uniform is a swimming
suit, a sweat shirt, and a heavy pair of
shoes.
The girls in the Canal Zone engage in
many sports, the most popular of which
are basketball, swimming, tennis, and
volley-ball. The Balboa girls are strong
advocates of track and year after year
have turned out championship teams.
Natives Likes Soccer
The sport which interests the Panamanians most of all is soccer. Although
the white residents play soccer a great
deal, their primary interest is baseball.
There are several sports which are
year round. These include swimming,
hunting, fishing, boating, and golfing.
Yes, even during the rainy season, the
ardent golfer can lie seen teeing off at
the world's most expensive links in Catun.

Upholstery — Draperies
Window Shades

Mav 1—Colby at Lewiston.
Mav 0—Boston University at Lewiston.
May 9—Colby at Waterville.
May 15—Harvard 2nda at Cambridge.
May 18, 19, 20—New Kngland Enteredlegiate Lawn Tennis Tournament at
Longwood, Mass.
May 22—Tufts at Lewiston.
May 2(i, 27, 2S — Maine Intercollegiate
Tennis Tournament at Brunswick.
Pending—Bowdoin at Lewiston.
Pending—University of Maine at Lewiston.

OUTDOOR TRACK
(Continued from Page 1)
schools to give the frosh a little practice.
Following is the complete outdoor
track schedule:
May 2—University of New Ilamp
shire, at Lewiston.
May 9—Northeastern University, at
Lewiston.
May 111 Slate Track Meet, at Orono.
May 22. 88—New Kngland Meet, at
Lewiston.
May
30—National
Intercollegiate
Track Meet, at Philadelphia.
June H [nterscholastie Track Meet,
at Lewiston.
Wheel of Fire—Knight, (i. Wilson.
K s s a y s in the interpretation of
Shakespeare's major tragedies continuing the authiii's Shakespeare studies begun in Mi/tli and Miracle.

Hotel JVlANGER

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

At North Station

S-

Arthur "Gilti" Dumtii

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D
COMPANY

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE-S2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO-S4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
No Higher Rates

LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

j-

^2? For Real Courteous Service

25 Cents Local Rate

(

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine !

Bring Your Films to Us for Expert Finishing
"THE QUALITY SHOP"
3 Minutes from the Campus

143 College Street
TEL. 1817-W

PEOPLES SHOE SHOP
The Moccasin House.
33 SABATTUS STREET
DEALER IN HIGH GRADE MOCCASINS.
TENNIS SHOES AND Kl'BBKRS
SHOES REPAIRED AND RECONDITIONED TO LOOK LIKE NEW

R\XT
•

V V •

r*T

A'DIT' Registered Druggist

V-/iJXlIvlV
PRESCRIPTIONS
Also,

APOLLO

A

Pure Drugs and Medicine*

SPECIALTY

CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE

Merrill & Webber Co.
PRINTERS AND
BOOKBINDERS

srael Winner

CABS

TAXI ft CALL 4040 TAXI

Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower ▼ Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) ▼ Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
New England's Most Modernly
Equipped and Perfectly
Appointed Hotel

INSURED

24 Hour Service

500 ROOMS

CLOCKS

50

AUGUSTA

Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden

BOOK ENDS

AUBURN, MAINE

LEWISTON RUBBER COMPANY

In BOSTON

LADIES' LEATHER HANDBAGS

=

LEWISTON

The Ideal Hotel for You
IstheNEWn* m

Macfarlane Club has arranged •»
other program of music to take
I
Monday night in an open inei-tinj; a, I
S
o'clock
in
Libbey
Forum. DT 1
Leonard will speak on Tamilian*.
Sylvester Carter, '34, will sing.
Similar open meetings have |„
given by Macfarlane Club in the pul
months, and have drawn the interest of I
many students and faculty
In the absence of any regular pi. .
|
on campus by the Bates uiiisi. clui,,
the work of Macfarlane Club in |,r„'
seating music programs is a ilistin,.t |
contribution to the art life of the raapus.

RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING Sg Canvas and Rubber Footwear

/. K. CAMPBELL

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

MacFarlane Club
To Open Meeting\

College Men Appreciate Our Clothes

62 COURT STREET

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

A group of town girls entertained •
Thomcrag Cabin on last WedneidJ
evening. .Supper was cooked over ■'' 1
(men h're, and the evening was spent?
singing, dancing, and games, pJ?|
and Mrs. Hovey, and Prof, and \|."'
lierkelman chaperoned the party, j?
hostesses were: Irene Linehane, 1 ;«■'"
dolyn Spear, Eva Young, Dorothy >•;, '
Helen
O'Brien,
Dorothy 0-narV|
Eleanor Libby, and Dorothy Wills, TI
guests were:
Melvin Welsh, |)(
'
Pita, .Tohn Dobravolsky, Ruben M;irV(.
Gilbert Button, Harrison GreenW
Lloyd Potts, Charles Horton, and N,,rri'
Mnrston.

FLANDERS

37% Sabattus Street
Tel. .1172
LEWISTON

PRIZE CUPS

OFF-CAMPUS GlRLs
GIVE CABIN PARTYI

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Compliments of

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

J. W. White Co

James P. Murphy Co.
6 to

10 Bates St.. LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

Blank
Books,
Ruled
Blanks

Loose
Leaf
Work
to orcer

All kind* of BOOK and JOB PRINTING executed
in • neat, prompt and tasty manner

95 TO 99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

GOOGIN

DeWitt Beauty Shop

FUEL CO.

Specializing

COAL and WOOD

PERMANENT WAVES

1801
Phones
114 Bate* Street
LEWISTON
HOT

TOASTED

1800
67 Elm Street
AUBURN

SANDWICHES

Pastry and lint (offer
at our Fountain

FINGER

WAVES

75c

Telephone 3644

Lewiston Shoe Hospital]
7 SABATTUS ST.

Jordan's Drug Store

We Specialize in

on the Corner

REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES

61

COLLEGE STRF.E1

Agent, Johnny Rogers. 9 East Par

